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This year, we will help you embrace the new and exciting waves of trends that re-write retail and food service history, by
designing and manufacturing new sustainable solutions for operational efficiency, cost savings and supply chain
advantage.
New Product Release
Aluminum Rotisserie Storage/Transport Rack, Model AL-1806BP/XB/5PU/DP - “Let the rotisseries tackle evolving food
menus.”
The introduction of the AL-1806BP/XB/5PU/DP ensures supermarket and food service operators are prepared to support
their rotisserie department by making storage and transportation of large volumes of poultry efficient, hygienic and
hassle-free. Supermarkets and food service operators are constantly battling shrinking footprints, increasing costs and
evolving food menus. Known for their low costs of production and versatility, rotisseries are becoming increasingly
popular amongst every type of food service operation.
After listening to the voices of our customers, Winholt has designed and developed an aluminum rack with a stainless
steel drip pan. The rack is capable of holding 6 standard trays (18”x26”) at a time, each tray having the capacity of 6
stacked spickets. The stainless steel drip pan at the bottom prevents any spillage in the prep area, ensuring a sanitary
environment. In addition to these features, each rack is equipped with 5” swivel polyurethane plate casters, making the
unit mobile.
This rack leverages the use of vertical storage capacities and ensures efficiency by allowing large volumes of poultry to
be transported or stored. This keeps the prep areas in rotisserie departments clutter-free, productive and clean.
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New Product Release
Aluminum Cooler/Backroom Shelving, Model ALMCS-60-224-79H/2S – “Organized Vertical Space Capitalization”
The ALMCS-60-224-79H/2S is designed for operators who are always striving to optimize the space utilized in backrooms
and walk-in coolers. The need for a highly organized backroom or cooler arises from a growing need for sustainable
“farm-to-table” experience.
To ensure the co-existence of a “farm-to-table” experience and cook-freeze concept in the same space, Winholt has
designed an aluminum shelving unit. The shelf height on this unit can be easily adjusted, depending on the size of the
item being stored. Additionally, the adjustable feature of the shelves ensures appropriate work height for your
associates. This unit is also equipped with 6” swivel polyurethane casters, making the shelving solution mobile.
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Stainless Steel Pack-out Station, Model DTR 3048/A3SR – “Ascends your assembly and pack out station”
The DTR 3048/A3SR is an innovative design solution for operators who are constantly looking for ways to reduce labor
and number of product “touches”, during assembling and wrapping of food items. Supermarkets have been seeing a
surge in the demand for pre-packaged food. A heightened level of hygiene and efficiency is needed when packaging
food, so that racks in the front of the store can be replenished in shortest time possible.
We have designed and developed a stainless steel work table, constructed of all welded 14 Gauge 300 series stainless
steel with a 48” gravity conveyor roller section. The table accommodates 3 stainless steels rods for holding product
labels. The heights at which these rods are positioned can be adjusted in increments of 1” to match an associate’s
comfortable work height. There are two additional rods situated below the table to hold additional film wrapper rolls for
the wrapping machine.
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Mobile Insulated Stainless Steel Prep Station, Model CAB-3 – “Let your customers come back for more engagement
and experience.”
The CAB-3 unit is an ideal solution for operators who are trying to embrace the increasingly popular “grab and go”
prepared food lifestyle. Operators are trying to achieve heightened levels of engagement by positioning the foodshopping experience as an extension to health and wellness through “grab-and-go prepared” food, which is prepared in
front of their customers with ingredients they select.
The CAB-3 unit is constructed of all welded Gauge 300 series stainless steel. This prep station has an in-built sloping
trough with 1” thick polystyrene insulation. Lexan guards present on three sides of this station are removable,
depending on the usage of the unit. Additional storage is available at the rear of the station, with shelves, which can be
adjusted in increments of 2”. A drain lever is strategically placed in the cabinet. A 5/8 inch cutting board station is built
into this unit. The entire prep station is equipped with polyurethane casters with brakes.
The mobile insulated stainless steel prep station increases customer engagement through various departments in the
supermarket, while maintaining necessary levels of hygiene and food safety. The sloping trough in front of this unit,
creates a landscaping display that gives the customers easy visibility of premium items displayed, thereby encouraging
their participation in preparing food.
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